ARCHAEOLOGICAL DOCUMENTARY STUDY
CROTONA PARK EAST PROPOSED REZONING
BRONX, NEW YORK

FIGURE 1: PROJECT SITE LOCATION ALL APE BLOCKS.
FIGURE 2: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCKS 3015 AND 3016 AND LOCATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHS, IN RED.
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FIGURE 3: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCKS 3009, 3013, AND 3014
AND LOCATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHS, IN RED.
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FIGURE 4: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCK 3016 IN 1901.
Note: historical lot numbers are shown in italics.
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FIGURE 5: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCK 3015 IN 1901.

Figure 6: Project site location blocks 3009, 3013, and 3014 in 1901.

Note: Historical lot numbers are shown in italics and red lines demarcate cemetery boundaries.
FIGURE 7: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCK 3016 IN 1847.
Note: historical lot numbers are shown in italics.
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FIGURE 8: PROJECT SITE LOCATION ALL BLOCKS IN 1851.
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FIGURE 9: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCKS 3015 AND 3016 IN 1868.
FIGURE 10: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCKS 3009, 3013, AND 3014 IN 1868.
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DRC = Dutch Reformed Church Cemetery ca. 1845-1891

H-E = Hedger-Edwards Family Cemetery ca. 1769-?

DRC = Dutch Reformed Church Cemetery ca. 1845-1891
H-E = Hedger-Edwards Family Cemetery ca. 1769-?

FIGURE 12: PROJECT SITE LOCATION, ALL APE BLOCKS IN 1885.
Note: Red lines demarcate mapped boundaries of cemeteries.
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DRC = Dutch Reformed Church Cemetery ca. 1845-1891
H-E = Hedger-Edwards Family Cemetery ca. 1769-?
FIGURE 13: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCK 3016 IN 1893.
Note: historical lot numbers shown in italics.
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FIGURE 14: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCK 3015 IN 1893.
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FIGURE 15: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCKS 3009, 3013, AND 3014 IN 1893.
Note: Red lines demarcate mapped boundaries of cemeteries.
The illustrated blocks/streets placements are "as proposed" in 1893; when they
were laid out in subsequent years, the actual placement did vary.
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FIGURE 16: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCK 3016 IN 1896.
Note: Lot numbers assigned for inventory purposes prior to the
widening of West Farms Road are highlighted in yellow.
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FIGURE 17: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCK 3015 IN 1896.
Note: Lot numbers assigned for inventory purposes prior to the widening of West Farms Road are highlighted in yellow.

BASE MAP: Draft Damage Map, Section B, West Farms Road. Topographical Bureau, City of New York.
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FIGURE 18: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCK 3009, 3013, AND 3014 IN 1896.

Note: Red lines demarcate boundaries of cemeteries. Lot numbers assigned for inventory purposes prior to the creation of Boone Avenue and East 172nd Street are highlighted in yellow.
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FIGURE 19: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCK 3016 IN 1921.
FIGURE 20: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCK 3015 IN 1921.
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FIGURE 21: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCKS 3009, 3013, AND 3014 in 1921.
Note: Red lines demarcate mapped boundaries of cemeteries.

FIGURE 22: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCK 3016 IN 1951.
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FIGURE 23: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCK 3015 IN 1951.
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FIGURE 24: PROJECT SITE LOCATION BLOCKS 3009, 3013, AND 3014 IN 1951.
Note: Red lines demarcate mapped boundaries of cemeteries.
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FIGURE 25: GRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH ON WEST FARMS ROAD,
PRIOR TO DEMOLITION.
Note: Facing southwest from West Farms Road to Church
with Parish Hall/School to left.

FIGURE 26: TOP - BLOCK 3014 AND EAST 172ND STREET BEFORE WEST FARMS ROAD WAS MOVED WEST - FACING NORTHWEST FROM BLOCK 3013 IN 1928.
BOTTOM - DWELLING ON BLOCK 3014 LOT 51 AFTER IT WAS MOVED NORTH INTO THE APE - FACING NORTHWEST FROM EAST 172ND STREET IN 1938.

SOURCE: EAST 172ND STREET - WEST FARMS ROAD. SPERR, PERRY LOOMIS. NYPL DIGITAL IMAGES.
FIGURE 27: BLOCK 3014 LOT 1 CEMETERY AND LOT 51 HOUSE, FACING NORTHEAST FROM BOONE AVENUE AND EAST 172ND STREET IN 1928.

SOURCE: EAST 172ND STREET - BOONE AVENUE. SPERR, PERRY LOOMIS. NYPL DIGITAL IMAGES.
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FIGURE 28: CROTONA PARK EAST PROPOSED REZONING SITE,
APPROXIMATE LOCATIONS OF POTENTIAL ARCHAELOGICAL SENSITIVITY.